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VIA DON BOSCO 

Terms of reference 

Development of a strategy for achieving CO2 neutrality 

  
1. ORGANIZATION 

 
VIA Don Bosco is a Belgium-based recognised NGO that fosters educational institutions where young 
adults are offered technical and vocational training and guidance. Furthermore, its objective is to 
encourage youth employment by providing support to various local initiatives that offer young people 
unique occasions for steady employment in Africa and Latin America. At the same time, VIA Don Bosco 
collaborates with schools in Belgium, Africa and Asia on educational projects integrating the teaching 
of global citizenship. The organization belongs to the network of Salesians of Don Bosco and Salesian 
Daughters of Mary Help of Christians. 
 
Since 1969, we have been working to ensure educational cooperation and financial support to local 

vocational and technical schools. Enabling young people who are living in conditions of vulnerability to 

expand their social and professional skills constitutes the leading thread through all our projects. 

Through our network of partners, we encourage youngsters to become fully active, critical, and 

supportive world citizens and help them to make their way into the labour market. At the same time, 

we establish and strengthen connections between schools in Belgium and elsewhere in the world. VIA 

Don Bosco is thus able to make an important contribution to building an equitable and just society 

which meets the goals of sustainable development. 

 
VIA Don Bosco is headquartered in Brussels. The organization has 30 employees and is working with 
15 partner countries and 80 local partners.  
 
Our cooperation projects with Belgium, Africa, Latin America, and Asia involve different types of 
partners: 
 

- Technical Vocational education Training Centres (schools) or DBTC’s, supporting youth in their 
training,  

-  Job Placement Offices or JPO’s, ensuring a smooth transition between school and labour 
market,  

- Planning & Development Offices or PDO’s, being VIA Don Bosco’s direct operational partners 
that coordinate its projects on the local level. 

 
2. BACKGROUND AND JUSTIFICATION 

 
VIA Don Bosco is looking for a (team of) external expert(s)/consultant(s) (m, f or x) to develop an 
ecological strategy for achieving CO2 neutrality with respect to its activities at its Head Office in 
Brussels.  
In concrete terms this means that the (team of) expert(s)/consultant(s) will be required to calculate 
the organization’s volume of CO2 emissions, developing a strategy and making recommendations to 
gradually reduce its environmental impact by 2032. 
 
In view of the extent of the climate and energy problem, VIA Don Bosco has made environmental 
sustainability one of its core concerns over the last few years. The issue is tackled in our organization 
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by a specialist staff (internal monitoring team) tasked with raising personnel awareness, providing 
advice and guidance to the employees, and calling for greater respect of the environment in daily work 
and activities. In 2017 a charter has been drawn up regarding the environment, that has led to a 
number of significant initiatives such as the implementation of CO2 compensation measures for our 
international flights. Since 2018 a sound environmental policy is part of our strategy for sustainable 
development. 
 
As an NGO belonging to the Salesian network, VIA Don Bosco is also engaged on a global level in the 
international movement of Don Bosco Green Alliance (DBGA). Last year, the Salesian Congregation of 
Don Bosco (SDB) outlined strong environmental recommendations for the future, seeking to move all 
its Provinces to make significant gains in this area by 2032 at the latest. As a member of this network, 
VIA Don Bosco would like to contribute to making this future a reality by reducing the environmental 
impact of its activities. It is furthermore our long-term objective to develop a range of ways to give 
better support to our partners on improving environmental policy instruments and its follow-up. A 
long-term strategy to reduce VIA Don Bosco’s carbon dioxide emissions does not currently exist. 
That is why we opted for appealing to a consultancy. 
 
The strategy will impact on different aspects of the organization: buildings, transport, logistics, travel… 
We will also ensure alignment of our communication strategy with this clear and shared Vision, 
securing our commitment to comply fully with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG's) that we 
advocated in 2019 (SDG Voices). 
 

 
3. OBJECTIVES of the consultancy 

 
We identify two main objectives in developing such a CO2 neutral strategy: 
 
Objective 1: Calculation and mapping of the ecological footprint (establishing carbon footprint 
analyses) of VIA Don Bosco’s activities. 
 

1. Defining the scope for the carbon footprint calculations with the team that is monitoring the 
project at VIA Don Bosco 

2. Total environmental footprint calculation and calculation by category (ICT, building, transport, 
consumables...) 

 
Objective 2: Developing a strategy for VIA DB so that it can show a zero balance for its CO2 emissions 
by 2032. 
 

1. Suggesting objectives to the internal monitoring team and validation of the phased reduction 
target figures to be achieved. 

2. Establishing a plan of action and a time frame for the implementation of targeted actions, 
outlining specific carbon-cutting and offsetting measures to achieve the goals that have been 
set for CO2 neutrality in our activities. Special attention is to be paid to the gender dimension 
in the process of strategy development. 

3. Defining the budget and identifying what resources are needed to achieve the objectives that 
have been fixed for the successive phases of the action plan. The (team of) 
expert(s)/consultant(s) shall always promote appropriate dialogue and team spirit, building 
a strong connection with VIA Don Bosco’s monitoring team. 

4. M&E Plan: Definition of the performance indicators that could be used to monitor the 
progress and the realization of our environmental strategy. 

5. Identifying the CO2 neutral labels or alliances that might be relevant and affordable in 
relation to the objectives defined by the programme. 
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• analysis of the advantages and drawbacks of the various possibilities for an NGO and 
their consequent costs. 

 
The (team of) expert(s)/consultant(s) will provide her/his/(its) advice and recommendations in a report 
and will then convey the results of the footprint calculation and the final strategy, after review by the 
VIA Don Bosco monitoring team, to the entire organization during a participatory workshop at the end 
of the consultancy. Coordination meetings with the VIA Don Bosco monitoring team will be held on a 
regular basis to evaluate and follow up the initiatives that are being implemented (see below). 
 
 

4. MINIMUM PROFILE of the consultant(s) 
 

a. At least 2 years of consulting experience related to the specific aim of this mission. 
b. Experience in the calculation of CO2 emissions. 
c. Experience in carbon-cutting and offsetting strategy development for non-profit organizations 

or other similar organizations. 
d. Knowledge of the existing range of CO2 neutral labels, their (dis)advantages and costs. 
e. Work experience in the non-profit sector is a plus. 
f. Experience in delivering workshops and training sessions is an asset. 
g. Thorough knowledge of at least two of the following languages – French, Dutch or English – and 

passive knowledge of the other language for a clear comprehension of the documents. 
 

 
5. Description of the EXPECTED PRODUCTS  

 
The products shall be supplied in French, English or Dutch.  

 
Product 1:  Review of the timetable on the date of tender submission 
 
Product 2: Report setting out the precise calculation of the rate of CO2 emitted by 
VIA DB in respect of the selected scope 

a) VIA Don Bosco’s total emission rates 
b) Breakdown by category1 :  

• Building2 

• Transport/mobility  

• Travels 

• Logistics 

• ICT 

• Consumables and other office supplies 

• Other points of interest (to be idefined by the consultant). 
 

Product 3: 10-year CO2 neutral strategy and associated budget 
 
This strategy will include the following components:  

a) Carbon-cutting and offsetting action plan broken down by category (see 5.b.) 
b) Distribution of the budget associated with the action plan: break down by 

successive phases and by set of actions 
c) Planning calendar 

 
1 These categories can be re-discussed when required. 
2 The office spaces are leased. 
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d) Monitoring and evaluation plan to ensure that adequate follow-up is given to 

the implementation of this strategy 

 
Product 4: Analysis and identification of feasible labels or alliances 

a) Analysis of the advantages and drawbacks of the various possibilities in labels 
or alliances/networks for an NGO and their consequent costs  

b) Link between a specific type of label and the evolution of the CO2 strategy 
(Does the label allow us to see how the CO2 impact evolves for an NGO? etc.)   

 
Product 5: Final report containing the 4 products as referred to above 
 
Product 6: Participatory workshop to present the results and the action plan to the 
staff of VIA DB 
 
 

6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 
 

VIA Don Bosco estimates the duration of the consultancy at about 4 months. The consultancy should 
start ideally on 1 February 2022. The estimated implementation dates of the different products are 
set out in the frame of reference below. If any of the deadlines of this time frame is found to be 
unsustainable, a proposal for a new timetable can be submitted on the date of tender submission. 

 

Product Description Implementation date 

Product 1 Plan of action and time frame within 5 working days from the 
signature of the consultancy 
agreement 

Product 2 Calculation of CO2 emissions within 10 working days from the 
approval of P1. 

Product 3 Proposal of a 10-year CO2 neutral 
strategy and associated budget 

within 15 working days from the 
approval of P2 

Product 4 Identification of feasible labels or 
alliances 

within 5 working days from the 
approval of P3 

Product 5 Final report   within 10 working days from the 
approval of P4!!! April 2022 

Product 6 Communication of the results during a 
participatory workshop 

Date to be defined, mid May 2022 

  
  

7. FOLLOW-UP, COORDINATION AND MONITORING 
a. The products will be developed under the co-ordination and the supervision of VIA Don 

Bosco’s internal monitoring team. 
b. It has been asked to convene a follow-up meeting with the VIA Don Bosco monitoring team 

upon delivery of each product to assess progress and clarify possible doubts. These meetings 
may be held either face-to-face or by videoconference, requiring prior agreement and 
coordination. At the request of VIA Don Bosco or the consultant(s), additional meetings may 
be called in the time span between the product placements. For product 3, two meetings will 
surely be necessary to decide on the way forward. 
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8. COPYRIGHT 

The (team of) consultant(s) in not entitled to claim copyright ownership of any of the products resulting 
from this consultancy. Copyright belongs to VIA Don Bosco. 

 
 

9. BUDGET 
a. The budget will be broken down by product and will also include a total lump sum. 

b. The budget of this consultancy will consist of all the qualified expenditures the consultant(s) 

incurred with respect to the development and implementation of the different products, 

such as meeting costs, travel, taxes and other expenses incurred in completing this project. 

c. The budget linked to product 6 may only cover development and facilitation costs for the 
workshop of the (team of) consultant(s). The other expenses that are directly attributable to 
the workshop participants will be paid by VIA Don Bosco (expenses incurred in travelling, 
food, workshop equipment such as prints, markers, projector, etc.) 

d. The costs that are to be covered will be expressed in the national currency, i.e. an amount 
payable in euro. 

e. All duties, taxes and charges whatsoever, except value added tax (VAT), will be included in 
the budget. The latter tax is treated as a separate item and is added to the total amount of 
the offer, specifying the VAT rate applied. 

 
  

10. FORM OF PAYMENT 
Payments will be made by bank transfer as follows: 

a. 25% after validation of Product 2 
b. 40% after validation of Product 3 
c. 25% after validation of Product 5 
d. 10% after validation of Product 6  

 
 

11. VALIDATION 
Payments shall be made as soon as the VIA Don Bosco monitoring team has validated the quality of 
the products delivered as being in accordance with the specifications requested. 

 
 

12. INTEGRITY 
a. The (team of) consultant(s) must uphold the standards of VIA Don Bosco’s polity of 

integrity (please see the appended document).  
b. Non-compliance with this policy can result in the cancellation of the contract at any 

time by both parties. In such an instant, there shall be no obligation to complement 
the consulting work nor to carry out any further payments related to this work. 

 
13.  SELECTION / ALLOCATION CRITERIA  

Offers will be analysed and assessed by the steering committee according to the criteria outlined 
below:  

 
Quality of the content of the proposal:    40%  

- Legible and clear objectives based on the proposed methodology, the application of which 
shall be in line with the expected results and with the non-profit sector/profile of an NGO. 

- An action plan as well as a clear and a feasible timing. 
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Expertise and experience of the (team of) consultant(s) (CV):   20% 
- Consulting experience and knowledge related to the specific topic and aim of this mission. 

NGO expertise and hands-on experience in conducting participatory workshops.  
- Proven experience in developing action strategies in the field of carbon measurement, 

reduction, and offsetting.  
- Availability and independence of the (team of) consultant(s). 

 
Budget:    40% 

- A budget that provides clear indicators on the financial and human resources allocated. 

- 40 points will be awarded to the lowest price proposal on this budget criterion. The score given 

to the other tenders will be calculated as follows: 40* (lowest price/price of the tender under 

consideration). 

The tender with the highest score will be chosen. 
 
In application of Article 85 of the Law dated 17 June 2016 on public procurement, VIA Don Bosco 
reserves the right not to award the contract. It may either choose not to award or conclude the 
contract or to redo the procurement process in another manner when judged necessary. 

 
 

14. SELECTION PROCEDURE 
 

Each applicant (f/m/x) that has submitted a tender in time, will receive an offer of acceptance or a 
notice of decline by 31/01/2022. 
 
In accordance with Article 42, § 1, 1°, a), of the Law of 17 June 2016 and Articles 90, para. 1, 1°, and 

11, para. 1, 2°, of the Royal Decree of 18 April 2017, the contract will be awarded by negotiated 

procedure without prior publication insofar as the amount of expenditure that is to be approved does 

not exceed the threshold of 144.000 € Excl.VAT. 

 
15. LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Regulation on personal data protection  

• Law of 8 December 1992 on privacy protection in relation to the processing of personal data 
and its subsequent amendments. 

• Regulation (EC) No 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 

on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and the free 

movement of such data and repealing Council Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection 

Regulation), which shall apply from 25 May 2018. 

• All laws and decrees adopted to ensure personal data protection. 

 
 

Period of validity 
The (team of) tenderer(s) is bound by his/her/(its) tenders for a period of 60 calendar days from the 

date stated for receipt of tenders. 

The regularity of the tenders 
VIA Don Bosco examines the regularity of the tenders. 

Investigation may confirm that there is a substantial or non-substantial irregularity in the tender. 
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It is a substantial irregularity to give a discriminatory advantage to the successful tenderer over the other 

tenderers, to distort competition, to impede a correct evaluation of the applicant's tender, to prevent an 

appropriate comparison of this tender to that of other applicants, or to jeopardise the commitment of 

the tenderer to perform the contract under the conditions as provided for in the agreement by making 

the tenderer’s undertaking non-existent, incomplete, or unreliable. 

 

Shall be regarded as substantial irregularities: 

1° Failure to respect environmental, social, or labour law, insofar this failure to comply is an offence 

subject to criminal prosecution. 

2° Failure to satisfy the requirements referred to in Articles 38 (use of the ESPD), 42 (signature of the 

offer), 43, § 1 (qualified electronic signature), 44 (competence to commit the company), ), 48, § 2, 

paragraph 1 (compliance with the minimum requirements for an option), 54, § 2 (single submission of 

tender), 55 (confining the possibility to propose a joint offer in a two-stage procedure), 83 (late offer) 

and 92 (late offer in a public and open procurement procedure with negotiation) of the Royal Decree of 

18 April 2017 and as defined by Article 14 of the Law of 17 June 2016 (use of electronic means), provided 

that these articles contain obligations in respect of the tenderers. 

3° Non-fulfilment of the minimum requirements and of the requirements that are identified as 

substantial in the contract documentation.  

VIA Don Bosco will either declare null and void the tender in which a substantial irregularity has been 

detected or regularize the irregularity. The same applies if the tender reveals several non-substantial 

irregularities that, as a result of their cumulation or combination, are capable of having the effect 

described hereabove. 

Negotiations 
VIA Don Bosco reserves the right, after a preliminary screening of the tenders, to interview the tenderers 

in order to obtain further information. It will also reserve the right to negotiate with tenderers the initial 

and the subsequent tenders. The provisions of the terms of reference can also be negotiated (with the 

exception of the award criteria set and the weighting fixed for them). 

Manager official  
The execution of the contract takes place under the supervision of a monitoring team, under the 

responsibility of the Directorate of VIA Don Bosco. 

Assurances 
The successful tenderer will take out insurance to cover personal liability in the event of work-related 

accidents and will also have insurance cover for personal civil liability obligations towards third parties 

in the performance of the contract. 

Within 30 days of the conclusion of the contract, the tenderer will produce proof that he has concluded 

these insurance agreements by submission of a certificate clarifying the scope of guaranteed liability 

required in the contract documentation. 

At any time during performance of the contract, the tenderer will file this certificate within 15 days 

from receipt of the request that was being made to her/him. 

Collateral 
For this contract no collateral is provided for.  
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Dispute 
In the event of a dispute, the parties will first attempt to find an amicable solution. If no amicable 

agreement can be reached, the courts of the legal district of Brussels shall have sole jurisdiction in 

settling any lawsuit with regard to the execution of the present contract. 

 
16. CONTACT 

 

VIA Don Bosco, ASBL 

Avenue Val d’Or 90 

B-1150 Bruxelles  

 
Any further information concerning this consultancy will be provided by Rachel Stichelbaut 
(rachel.stichelbaut@viadonbosco.org) or Amélie Janssens (amelie.janssens@viadonbosco.org).  
To obtain clarifications over the telephone, please bear in mind that due to end of year business 
travels, it is advisable to book an appointment beforehand by email. In this way a mutually convenient 
interview time can be scheduled. 
 
Confidentiality 
The tenderer undertakes to comply and ensure compliance of her/his staff and possible subcontractors 

with the standards of confidentiality regarding all the documents, data and information of any nature 

whatsoever that may have come to her/his knowledge in the course of contract performance, and to 

take all the measures required to prevent disclosure to any third party of information, documents or 

data that the latter is not entitled to know, whether during or after the performance of the contract. 

Moreover, the following data protection provisions need to be respected at all times during contract 

performance: 

Law of 8 December 1992 on privacy protection in relation to the processing of personal data and its 
subsequent amendments. 
Regulation (EC) No 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the 
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and the free movement of such 
data and repealing Council Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), which shall apply 
from 25 May 2018. 
All laws and decrees adopted to ensure personal data protection. 
 
 

17. TENDER SUBMISSION 
 
You are requested to submit your proposal (French, Dutch or English) to Amélie Janssens 
(amelie.janssens@viadonbosco.org) and Rachel Stichelbaut (rachel.stichelbaut@viadonbosco.org) 
before Monday 10/01/2022 - 16h (Belgian time) containing the following elements : 
 

- A detailed offer and associated budget proposal broken down by consultancy product (see 
point 9. Budget)  

- A description of working methods used to achieve both consultancy objectives (footprint 
calculation + CO2 neutral strategy) and an associated time frame 

- CV of the consultant or of the members of the consultancy team (and/or presentation of the 
organization), specifying any valuable work experience related to the project in which you wish 
to enrol.  

- The offer must be signed and dated. 
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